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TREND MICRO LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided herein is for general information
and educational purposes only. It is not intended and
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should not be construed to constitute legal advice. The
information contained herein may not be applicable to all
situations and may not reflect the most current situation.
Nothing contained herein should be relied on or acted upon
without the benefit of legal advice based on the particular
facts and circumstances presented and nothing herein
should be construed otherwise. Trend Micro reserves the
right to modify the contents of this document at any time
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without prior notice.
Translations of any material into other languages are
intended solely as a convenience. Translation accuracy is
not guaranteed nor implied. If any questions arise related
to the accuracy of a translation, please refer to the
original language official version of the document. Any
discrepancies or differences created in the translation are
not binding and have no legal effect for compliance or
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enforcement purposes.
Although Trend Micro uses reasonable efforts to include
accurate and up-to-date information herein, Trend Micro
makes no warranties or representations of any kind as
to its accuracy, currency, or completeness. You agree
that access to and use of and reliance on this document
and the content thereof is at your own risk. Trend Micro
disclaims all warranties of any kind, express or implied.
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Neither Trend Micro nor any party involved in creating,
producing, or delivering this document shall be liable
for any consequence, loss, or damage, including direct,
indirect, special, consequential, loss of business profits,
or special damages, whatsoever arising out of access to,
use of, or inability to use, or in connection with the use of
this document, or any errors or omissions in the content
thereof. Use of this information constitutes acceptance for
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use in an “as is” condition.
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Our data source
The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (PRC) is a nonprofit corporation based in
California. PRC’s mission is to engage, educate, and empower individuals
to protect their privacy1. They do this by raising consumers’ awareness of
how technology affects personal privacy, and they empower consumers
to take actions to control their personal information by providing practical
tips on privacy protection. PRC responds to privacy-related complaints
from consumers and where appropriate intercedes on the consumer’s
behalf/refers them to the proper organizations for further assistance. PRC
documents consumers’ complaints and questions about privacy in reports
and makes them available to policy makers, industry representatives,
consumer advocates, media, etc. PRC advocates consumers’ privacy
rights in local, state, and federal public policy proceedings.
PRC publishes the “Chronology of Data Breaches Security Breaches
2005–Present1,” which is a collection of publicly disclosed data breach
incident reports that occurred in the United States. The data is compiled
from a variety of sources including: media, Attorney General’s Office press
releases, company press releases, privacy websites, etc.
All data breach incident reports in this paper have been collected from the PRC
database for the period, January 2005–April 20152. PRC’s original “Organization
Types” were expanded to include a wide range of industries in order to provide
a fine-grained view into victim profiles. Each entry was analyzed to determine
the record types compromised. The data collected was analyzed using tools that
include KH Coder3, MSBNx4, and Explore Analytics5.

Further analysis of publicly disclosed
data breach incidents
This material supplements the paper, “Follow the Data: Dissecting Data Breaches and Debunking Myths,”
where we looked at the volume of incidents over a span of 10 years and formulated a Bayesian model in
order to determine the probability that different breach scenarios would occur. We also took a closer look
at where stolen data eventually ended up and what interested parties could do with it.
Here, we will take a closer look at the different breach methods, record-type combinations stolen, and
industry cross-sections of the PRC data.
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Figure 1: Breach methods observed from 2005 to April 2015

Figure 1 shows an interesting visualization that emerged when breach methods were plotted on
a timescale.
•

Portable device (USB keys, portable drives, laptops, etc.) loss or theft is a major contributing factor in
the leakage of sensitive data. This remains a constant threat over the years.
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•

The number of hacking or malware attacks steadily rose from 2010 onward. As the Internet expands
and new applications are introduced, businesses are steadily growing their online presence, leading
to an increase in hacking or malware attacks against them.

•

A big increase in the number of insider threats was seen from 2010 onward. There are two plausible
explanations for this. First, insider threats have always been present and not properly reported.
Second, insiders now find it monetarily lucrative to steal and sell sensitive data, and so, commit more
crimes.
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Figure 2: Industries affected by data breaches

Any business or organization that processes and/or stores sensitive data is a potential breach target.
Figure 2 shows that the healthcare, education, government, retail, and financial industries were the most
frequent victims of data breach crimes. The PRC data shows that these five industries accounted for
81.3% of the total number of disclosed data breach incidents. This is not really surprising, as businesses
or organizations that belong to these industries are a treasure trove of valuable sensitive data and so
would provide good returns on investment (ROIs) for the cybercriminals that compromise them.
All of the aforementioned industries are subject to specialized state and federal data breach disclosure
laws. That’s why we see them dominate incident reports. Other industries are also targeted but incident
reports for them are few likely because of:
•

Failure to identify data breaches

•

Failure to properly assess data breaches

•

Noncompliance with data breach notification laws
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•

Lack of knowledge of data breach notification laws

•

Nondisclosure because of active investigation by authorities

•

Breaches did not lead to the compromise of data that legally mandates public disclosure

Often, organizations are not even aware of ongoing data breaches and require external parties (banks,
law enforcement agencies, customers, etc.) to inform them. Data breach news stories are regularly
leaked to the media. Media practitioners also have ongoing investigations or learn about breaches from
insiders. Large data breaches are typically followed by class-action lawsuits, which damage businesses
or organizations and may even deter them from immediately disclosing incidents.
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Figure 3: Record-type combinations compromised

Figure 3 shows that a wide range of data gets stolen from businesses (big and small) and individuals,
including:
•

Personally identifiable information (PII): Names, addresses, Social Security numbers, and other
information.

•

Financial data: Banking, insurance, billing, and other information.

•

Health data: Hospitals and doctors’ office records, medical insurance, and other information.

•

Education data: School, college, university, or related records.

•

Payment card data: Credit, debit, store-branded credit, and prepaid gift cards.

•

Credentials: Log-in credentials to eBay, PayPal, Web-based emails, online banking sites, and others.

•

Others: Intellectual property, intelligence about an organization, and other information.

•

Unknown: In many cases, investigators failed to determine what was stolen.
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Figure 4: Top 10 record-type combinations compromised versus breach methods used

Figure 4 shows that the most popular record types stolen were PII; health, financial, education, and
payment card data; and credentials. These are easy to monetize and thus make lucrative targets. Health
and education data is mostly stolen because they contain PII. Data presented later will support this claim.
PII was most commonly compromised. The usual breach methods for PII theft were unintended disclosure,
loss or theft, insiders, and hacking or malware. No breach method could be singled out as the major
contributing factor for compromising PII; all available means were instead employed.
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Company name

Records
compromised

Disclosure date

Record types compromised

eBay

145M

21 May 2014

Heartland Payment Systems

130M

20 January 2009

Target

110M

13 December 2013

PII (70M), payment card data (40M)

The Home Depot

109M

2 September 2014

PII (53M), payment card data (56M)

101.6M

27 April 2011

100M

17 January 2007

PII, payment card data

Anthem

80M

5 February 2015

Financial data, PII

JP Morgan Chase

76M

28 August 2014

Credentials, financial data, PII

Evernote

50M

3 March 2013

Epsilon

50M

2 April 2011

CardSystems

40M

16 June 2005

Adobe

38M

4 October 2013

Credentials, PII, payment card data

Steam (The Valve Corporation)

35M

10 November 2011

Credentials, PII, payment card data

RockYou

32M

15 December 2009

Credentials

LivingSocial

29M

26 April 2013

Credentials, PII

Zappos.com

24M

15 January 2012

Credentials, PII

WordPress
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17M
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Figure 5: Top 20 publicly disclosed data breach incidents as of April 2015

The total number of records compromised is typically used to quantify the size and extent of a data
breach incident. Figure 5 shows that the biggest incidents were not concentrated in the past five years
but spread out across 2005 to April 2015.
The biggest payment card breach incident was not the one that involved Target or Home Depot but that
which affected Heartland Payment Systems in 2009. Albert Gonzalez was charged by the authorities for
this breach and sent to prison for 20 years6. The biggest credential leak involved eBay in 2014. Hackers
compromised its employees’ log-in credentials, allowing them access to the corporate network and to
compromise the main databases that held all user passwords. The criminals also gained access to PII like
names, email addresses, home addresses, phone numbers, and dates of birth7. The biggest data breach
to date involved Anthem where 80 million records were compromised and up to 18.8 million people were
affected. PII and employment information like income data was stolen8.
Massive-scale data breaches are not that common, as they entail careful planning and prolonged effort on
the criminals’ part in order to succeed. Criminals tend to get better ROIs by targeting smaller businesses
and organizations, which have weaker defenses and so are easier to penetrate and compromise.
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Analysis of top 5 industries affected
by data breaches
The healthcare, education, government, retail, and financial industries are frequent data breach victims.
We studied five data sets for each industry and looked at trending patterns.
•

Data breach incident disclosures: In this data set, we looked at incident numbers broken down by
year reported. Only a fraction of all of the incidents was actually reported. An increase in the number
of reported incidents strongly indicates that the total volume of data breaches has increased and vice
versa.

•

Data breach methods: In this data set, we studied the breach methods used. Data breach incidents
could be due to hacking or malware attacks; insider threats; payment card fraud; physical loss or theft
of portable drives, laptops, office computers, files, and others; or unintended disclosures. In a small
number of cases, the actual breach method remains unknown or undisclosed.

•

Top 3 data breach methods observed and trends from 2005 to 2014: In this data set, we looked
at the incident report numbers for the top 3 data breach methods broken down by year reported. A
logarithmic trend line was calculated for each breach method.

•

Record types compromised: Criminals tend to steal all kinds of available data. Examples include PII
stored as part of health and education records. In some cases, financial data like billing, insurance,
and other information is stored along with health records. As such, these get stolen together. In this
data set, we looked at the record types and record-type combinations compromised.

•

Probability of compromising different record types for each breach method: In this data set, we
looked at the probability of different record types getting compromised for each breach method.
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Data breaches in the healthcare industry
The number of data breach incidents increased from 2010 onward. The “Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA),” which outlines patient data privacy requirements, has been around since
1996 and mandates that organizations in the healthcare industry disclose all data breaches. The upward
trend in incident report numbers suggests that the healthcare industry has recently become a lucrative
target.
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Figure 6: Healthcare data breach incident disclosures from 2005 to 2014
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Figure 7: Breach methods observed in the healthcare industry

The loss or theft of portable devices, backup drives, files, laptops, office computers, and other devices
accounted for almost two-thirds of all breaches. Surprisingly, hacking or malware attacks accounted for
less than 10% of all of the breaches.
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Figure 8: Top 3 breach methods observed in the healthcare industry from 2005 to 2014

The top 3 breach methods in the healthcare industry were loss or theft, insider leaks, and unintended
disclosures. From the reported numbers, we observed a marked increase in loss or theft incidents from
2010 onward. A possible explanation for this increase, apart from more theft, was better incident reporting.
The trend line for each breach method shows an upward trend with loss or theft growing more than both
insider threats and unintended disclosures.
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Figure 9: Record types compromised in the healthcare industry

The most popular record types and record-type combinations compromised were health and PII, PII,
health data, and PII and financial and health data. In some cases, patient files contained billing and
insurance information, leading to their theft.
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Figure 10: Probability of compromising different record types
per breach method in the healthcare industry

PII and health data had the highest probability of getting compromised. There is a small chance that
financial data like billing, insurance, and other information will also get compromised. The most probable
breach method for stealing PII and health data is loss or theft.

Data breaches in the government sector
Data breaches follow a pattern that starts with a big increase in incident numbers reported in one year,
followed by several years of decline. Every time there is an increase in data breach incidents, new policies,
protocols, and procedures are most likely implemented, driving the incident numbers down.
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Figure 11: Government sector data breach incident disclosures from 2005 to 2014
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Figure 12: Breach methods observed in the government sector

Across government organizations, loss or theft of portable devices, backup drives, and others was the
biggest contributing factor in data breaches. Unintended disclosure of sensitive data through mistakes or
negligence is another major problem.
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Figure 13: Top 3 breach methods observed in the
government sector from 2005 to 2014

The top 3 breach methods in the government sector were loss or theft, unintended disclosures, and
hacking or malware attacks. Based on the reported incident numbers, there was a gradual decline in loss
or theft incidents. This suggests the presence of strong policies, protocols, and procedures that help
reduce such incidents. The trend line for unintended disclosures shows that this threat remained fairly
consistent over the years whereas hacking or malware attacks increased.
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Figure 14: Record types compromised in the government sector

PII theft dominated the data breach incidents in the government sector.
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Figure 15: Probability of compromising different record types
per breach method in the government sector

Among breaches that targeted government organizations, PII had the highest probability of getting
compromised. There is a small chance that financial and health data will also be compromised. The most
probable breach methods for stealing PII were loss or theft, unintended disclosures, hacking or malware
attacks, and insider threats.
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Data breaches in the retail industry
Data breaches have become commonplace in the retail industry after the development of PoS RAM
scrapers sometime between 2007 and 20089,10 The upward trend observed in the incident report numbers
reflected this growing threat.
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Figure 16: Retail industry data breach incident disclosures from 2005 to 2014
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Figure 17: Breach methods observed in the retail industry

Hacking or malware attacks were common in the retail industry. PoS RAM scrapers were used to collect
payment card data while a variety of infiltration techniques were employed to gain initial entry into and
laterally move across target networks in order to compromise PoS servers. Insider threats mostly refer to
employees who use skimming devices to steal credit card data.
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Figure 18: Top 3 breach methods observed in the retail industry from 2005 to 2014

The top 3 breach methods used in the retail industry were hacking or malware attacks, loss or theft, and
insider threats. The reported incident numbers show a big increase in hacking or malware attacks, which
could be attributed to PoS RAM scrapers. Insider threats showed an upward trend while the trend line for
loss or theft remained consistent over the years.
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Figure 19: Record types compromised in the retail industry

The retail industry is a hotbed for the theft of payment card data, financial information, and PII and
payment card data.
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Figure 20: Probability of compromising different record types
per breach method in the retail industry

Payment card data and PII had the highest probability of getting compromised. The most probable
method for stealing payment card data was hacking or malware attacks. For PII, the most probable
breach methods were hacking or malware attacks and loss or theft.

Data breaches in the financial industry
Similar to the pattern observed in the government sector, the financial industry posted a big increase in
incident numbers reported in one year, followed by several years of decline. It is probable that every time
the number of incidents increases, new policies, protocols, and procedures were implemented, which
drove the trend down.
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Figure 21: Financial industry data breach incident disclosures from 2005 to 2014
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Figure 22: Breach methods observed in the financial industry

There was a fairly even distribution of incidents involving loss or theft, hacking or malware, insider threats,
and unintended disclosures in the financial industry. Perpetrators employ any means to compromise
financial data instead of relying on one or two proven breach methods.
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Figure 23: Top 3 breach methods observed in the financial industry from 2005 to 2014

The top 3 breach methods used in the financial industry were loss or theft, hacking or malware attacks,
and insider threats. The reported incident numbers show a decline in loss or theft, which suggests that
strong policies, protocols, and procedures may have been put in place, helping reduce such incidents.
Hacking or malware attacks and insider threats increased.
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Figure 24: Record types compromised in the financial industry

The most popular record types and record-type combinations compromised were financial data and
PII; PII; credentials, financial data, and PII; credentials and PII; and financial data. The credentials stolen
usually included online banking log-in details.
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Figure 25: Probability of compromising different record types
per breach method in the financial industry

PII and financial data had the highest probability of getting compromised. The most likely data breach
methods were loss or theft and hacking or malware attacks. There is a small chance that credentials and
payment card data will also get compromised.
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Data breaches in the education sector
The data breach incident numbers in the education sector have been declining over the years. This could
possibly be due to a shift in focus to more lucrative targets like the healthcare and retail industries.
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Figure 26: Education sector data breach incident disclosures from 2005 to 2014
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Figure 27: Breach methods observed in the education sector

Hacking or malware attacks, unintended disclosures, and loss or theft accounted for 94.5% of all of the
breaches observed in the education sector.
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Figure 28: Top 3 breach methods observed in the education sector from 2005 to 2014

The top 3 breach methods seen were hacking or malware attacks, loss or theft, and unintended disclosures.
The trend lines for all three methods show a downward pattern.
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Figure 29: Record types compromised in the education sector

The most popular record types and record-type combinations compromised were PII as well as education
and PII. Financial data was also compromised in some incidents.
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Figure 30: Probability of compromising different record types
per breach method in the education sector

Education and PII posted the highest probability of getting compromised via methods such as hacking or
malware attacks, loss or theft, and unintended disclosures.
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